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Abstract— The study of the interaction between human head and
handset antennas should be taken into account since all the
mobile phones have to guarantee a biological compatibility. This
research analyzes several antennas with different slotted ground
planes in terms of free space and also in terms of human head
interaction. The main objective is to compare the measured
bandwidth and efficiency in free space and the impact on
measured SAR (Specific Absorption Rate) of such antennas as a
function of the slot configuration and the antenna/slot location.
Results show that slots may be useful to increase bandwidth and
efficiency while keeping a similar SAR compared to the nonslotted ground plane. Changing the antenna and the slot location
is a good way to achieve a significant SAR reduction.

I.
INTRODUCTION
Mobile industry has grown very fast over the last years.
Nowadays, there are more than 3600 million users requiring
small and multifunctional devices [1]. There is a constant
evolution in cellular protocols (new frequency bands) and new
services which must be integrated in a slim mobile design
(camera, QWERTY keyboard, multi-touch displays…). In
order to satisfy these requirements, it is necessary to have a
small and multiband antenna.
The common way to design antennas is optimizing their
geometry, but as it has been shown in [2]-[14], the ground
plane of the handset also plays a very important role in the
antenna system behavior (the ground plane is the grounded
metallic part etched on the PCB, -Printed Circuit Board-). The
antenna bandwidth can be improved changing the ground
plane length [11]-[12]. The optimum length is approximately
0.4λ at the operating frequencies because the ground plane
mode is excited improving the bandwidth. For mobile handset
antennas operating at GSM850 or GSM900 (850-900 MHz),
the length of 0.4λ means a ground plane length of 133 mm too long for handset terminals (typical length is 100 mm).
Therefore, some other solutions are needed. This problem can
be solved using a slotted ground plane (Fig. 2). This technique
consists on adding one or more slots in the ground plane in
order to emulate a longer electrical path in a shorter physical
length.
In the previous literature, the use of slots to electrically
enlarge the ground plane has been analyzed as an alternative
to the antenna design [2]-[11]. In [7]-[10] an open slot placed
underneath the antenna area is introduced to improve

bandwidth at two different bands. Furthermore, in [13]
different types of central slots (slots with short-circuited ends)
are studied in order to improve bandwidth and simplify the
feeding transmission line.
In this paper, different slotted ground planes are presented.
All of them have different slot configurations while
maintaining the same PCB length and the same PIFA antenna
(Planar Inverted F Antenna). The objective is to compare all
the designs not only in terms of free space performance but
also in terms of human head interaction. A question that needs
to be answered is if the ground plane with slots presents more
SAR (Specific Absorption Rate) since slots are closed to the
human head.
Different studies related to the human interaction have
already been done [15]-[23]. In [16], the antenna PIFA close
to the human head has been analyzed in several simulations.
When the antenna is interfered by the human body, the
resonant frequency decreases and resistive losses increase.
Also, there is another study related to the handset chassis [19]
and its contribution to the antenna bandwidth, efficiency and
SAR. The author determines that the bandwidth is dependant
on the ground plane length and a greater distance between the
antenna and the head may lead to have less head absorption.
Finally, several types of antenna configurations have been
measured and compared in different human interaction
environments [20]-[23]. As a conclusion, results shown in [20]
confirm that internal antennas have less SAR than the external
ones and in general, antennas produce less absorption at 900
than at 1800 MHz.
The paper is divided as follows: section II explains the
important role of the ground plane in the antenna system and
describes the slotted ground plane designs. Section III shows
the free space experimental results for the proposed antennas
and in section IV, SAR results are analyzed. Finally, section V
presents the conclusions for this research.
II.
GROUND PLANE AND ANTENNA CONCEPT
Five ground plane configurations are analyzed (Fig. 2).
The first one is a bare PCB with no slots (this case serves for
comparison purposes, Fig. 1 and Fig. 2-a) and the second and
third designs are PCBs with one and two open slots
respectively (Fig. 2-b,c). Finally, the other designs use central
slots of different sizes (Fig. 2-d,e).

The proposed antenna for all the experiments is a PIFA
having 6 mm height over the ground plane of 100x40 mm2
(Fig. 1). The PIFA resonates at 950 and 1950 MHz and it has
a feeding and a shorting pin.
All of these antennas have been simulated with a MoM
commercial package (IE3D software). In order to give a
physical insight, current distributions on the ground plane as
well as electrical field on the slot aperture are calculated ([7][10], [13]). This data is interesting to understand why the slots
on the ground plane are useful to increase the bandwidth. At
low frequencies, the slots enlarge the current path, while at
higher frequencies they enable the coupling to the PIFA.
An open slot placed underneath the antenna area (Fig. 2-b)
is introduced in the ground plane having two objectives. The
first one is to tune the ground plane at the low frequency
region (GSM850-GSM900, 824-960 MHz) and the other is to
reuse the slot to be a parasitic element at the higher frequency
region (DCS-PCS-UMTS, 1710-2170 MHz). Both
configurations increase the bandwidth. Another design is the
one corresponding to Fig. 2-c, which has 2 open slots in the
ground plane in order to obtain even more bands at the high
frequency region.
Ground planes with open slots (Fig. 2-b,c) feature good
bandwidth results since the ground plane mode is excited [7][9]. However, this solution needs generally a long feeding
transmission line, which may be difficult to integrate. In order
to reduce the integration issue, central slots (Fig. 2-d,e) have
also been studied. The purpose of this type of slots is to
analyze a way to minimize the length of the feeding line
maintaining as much as possible the advantages of the
bandwidth benefits of the open slots [13].

III. FREE SPACE EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
For validating the simulated results, the five designs have
been fabricated in order to measure antenna parameters in
free-space (Fig. 3). The material used for the PCB is FR4 (1
mm thickness) and the antenna is located on a plastic support.
The reflection coefficient has been measured using a network
analyzer and efficiency and radiation patterns have been
measured in the anechoic chamber Satimo Stargate-32 at
Fractus-Lab.

Fig. 3. Prototypes have been constructed. Left: Ground plane
configuration for Fig. 2-b. Right: PIFA antenna.

The reference antenna (PIFA on a bare PCB) is a dual
band antenna having 14.6% of bandwidth (SWR ≤ 3) at low
region and 8.2% at high region (Table I). On the other hand, a
broader bandwidth is obtained with the antennas having
slotted ground planes (Fig. 4).
The antenna with open slot has good matching at both
regions because it has been designed to satisfy both objectives:
good position to enlarge the current path at low region, and
resonance length (0.4λ) for slot excitation at high region. This
antenna has good matching from 0.809 to 1.016 GHz and
from 1.767 to 2.054 GHz. This means a 22.7% and a 15% of
bandwidth at low and high regions, respectively.
TABLE I
MEASURED ANTENNA BANDWIDTHS

Fig. 1. 3D view of the PIFA dual band. Ground plane is 100 x 40 mm
and PIFA is 40 x 15 x 6 mm3. [6],[24]
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Fig. 2. 3D views of the proposed designs. (a) PIFA without slots, (b-c)
PIFA with one open slot or two, (d-e) PIFA with the central slots.
[6],[24]

The central slot has good matching at low region (11.4%)
but at higher region it still behaves similar to the reference
antenna (8.1%). This means that this slot does not operate as a

PIFA dual band

Introducing slots in the ground plane does not modify the
radiation pattern at low frequencies. The radiation pattern at
900 MHz is the same as a standard dipole antenna
(omnidirectional structure in φ=0º and a null in the y-axis) for
all the prototypes.
At higher frequencies, the radiation pattern is less uniform,
and as the slot becomes an active element, the directivity
increases. For example, the antenna with U-shaped slot has a
directivity of 4.9 dB at 2100 MHz whereas the antenna
without slots has only 3.5 dB (Fig. 6).
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parasitic element. The antenna with the U-shaped slot in the
ground plane satisfies the same requirements as the open slot.
Since the U-shaped slot is short-circuited, its length must be
twice the open slot length [13].
Finally, the antenna with 2 open slots is the one that can
operate in more bands. This antenna has a 21.4% and a 32.6%
of bandwidth at high and low region, respectively. This means
that it could operate in GSM850, GSM900, DCS, PCS, UMTS
and Bluetooth, for example.
The total antenna efficiency values (ηa=ηr·(1-|S11|2), where
ηr is the radiation efficiency and S11 the reflection coefficient
for the antenna) have also been measured (Fig. 5). All the
antennas have more than a 50% of total antenna efficiency in
a region close to 900 MHz and 1900 MHz. However, all the
antennas with slotted ground planes have higher values in a
wider frequency range than the reference antenna at both
regions (Fig. 5).

Fig. 6. 3D radiation patterns corresponding to the PIFA dual band and PIFA
with U-shaped slot.

Fig. 4. Comparison of the measured reflection coefficient between PIFA
dual band and PIFAs using open slots.
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IV.

SAR MEASUREMENTS

In order to analyze the biological compatibility of all the
antennas, SAR measurements have been carried out with the
Dasy4 equipment at Fractus-Lab (Fig. 7).
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Fig. 7. SAR experiments have been measured with DASY4.
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Fig. 5. Measurements of the Total Antenna Efficiency at low and high region

SAR is a very important parameter related to the human
head interaction. SAR measurements indicate the localized
power that is absorbed by the body when exposed to a radio
frequency electromagnetic field emitted by the handset
antenna. SAR value is strongly dependant on the ground plane
geometry and the antenna position [15]. These variables
provide useful information to minimize the SAR caused by
the interaction between the head and the antennas.

Up

SAR has been tested in a passive mode [9]. For all the
measurements, a methacrylate spacer of 1 mm thickness has
been used to emulate a realistic distance between the PCB and
the cheek. SAR has been evaluated in two positions: in the
first one, the antenna is located near the phantom ear (up
position), and in the second one, the handset device is rotated
180º (down position, Fig. 8). Also, measurements have been
done in all the operating frequencies of the different antennas
(900, 1800, 1900 and 2000 MHz). In Fig. 8, the diagrams
obtained for the antenna with U-shaped slot are shown. At
each diagram, the hotspot location and the SAR value
(measured in 1 or 10 grams of volume) have been indicated.
The hotspot corresponds to the maximum absorption inside
the head.

these frequencies the ground plane plays an important role in
the antenna radiation [19]. For this reason, when the handset
device is rotated 180º the hotspot remains in the same position
and SAR values do not change. The antenna with the open slot
is the one which produces more absorption (3.1 mW/g). This
may be caused by the excited ground plane mode.
At 1900 MHz, SAR performance is different since the
hotspot is more concentrated in the upper part of the ground
plane, corresponding to the antenna area. Therefore, when the
handset is rotated 180º (down position) the antenna is farther
from the head and the absorption decreases. That is the main
reason why SAR values in the down position are lower than
the ones measured in the up position in nearly all the
measured cases (Table II). The antenna with the lowest SAR
value is the antenna with the U-shaped slot (1.21 mW/g).
The antenna with the open slot does not follow this
behavior because at high frequencies it has two hotspots. As
they are distributed along the ground plane, a handset rotation
does not modify the head absorption (Table II).

x

TABLE II
SAR MEASUREMENTS – LOW REGION

y

Down

900 MHz

1g. 2.46 mW/g. 10 g. 1.67 mW/g
Hotspot = (34,15)

SAR 1g. (mW/g)

Up

Down

PIFA dual band

2,46

2,29

PIFA + open slot

3,1

2,77

PIFA + central slot

2,36

2,29

PIFA + U-shaped slot

2,46

2,27

PIFA + 2 open slots

2,42

2,02

1g. 2.29 mW/g. 10 g. 1.53 mW/g
Hotspot = (61,18)

TABLE III
SAR MEASUREMENTS – HIGH REGION

Up

SAR 1g. (mW/g)

Down

1900 MHz

1g. 1.21 mW/g. 10 g. 0.688 mW/g
Hotspot = (17,18)

1g. 0.86 mW/g. 10 g. 0.53 mW/g
Hotspot = (60,8)
Fig. 8. SAR diagrams of the PIFA dual band. The hotspot
indicates the position of the maximum absorption (x,y) in cm.

At 900 MHz, SAR values do not differ from up and down
position (Table II). In all the antennas, the hotspot is situated
approximately in the middle of the ground plane because at

900MHz

1900 MHz

2000 MHz

Up

Down

Up

Down

PIFA dual band

2,68

0,79

2,76

1,8

PIFA + open slot

2,63

2,67

1,58

2,67

PIFA + central slot

2,3

0,84

2,73

1,75

PIFA + U-shaped slot

1,21

0,86

2,03

2,09

PIFA + 2 open slots

3,28

1,63

2,81

1,33

V.
CONCLUSIONS
Several types of slotted ground planes have been analyzed
in terms of free space performance and also in terms of human
head interaction.
An open slot placed underneath the antenna area has been
introduced in the ground plane having two objectives: the first
one is to tune the ground plane at low frequencies (GSM850GSM 900) and the other is to reuse the slot to be a parasitic
element at higher frequencies (DCS-PCS-UMTS). Antennas
with open slots have good matching and efficiency across the
low and high regions.
The central slots also follow these requirements, but
although their bandwidth is narrower, they also take into

account the simplification of the feeding transmission line
[13].
Measurements show that central slots present less SAR
than the open ones. Comparing the values obtained for slotted
ground planes with the reference antenna, it can be
demonstrated that slots do not increase SAR. At low
frequencies, all designs have the hotspot located at the centre
of the ground plane because the ground plane is the main
contributor. On the other hand, at high frequencies, the
hotspot can be found next to the antenna area. As at these
frequencies the hotspot is so dependant on the antenna
position, changing its location is a good way to reduce SAR.
When the antenna is located in the bottom part of the phone
(further from the head), SAR can be reduced in more than a
factor 2.
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